
Multisyllabic Words, Context Clues & 
Prefixes and Suffixes

Scroll to see what’s included!

- 12 resources to 
help you teach 
multisyllabic 
words, context 
clues, & prefixes 
and suffixes

- Low-Prep & 
Engaging

- Print and Digital 
(Google) 
Options 

- Perfect for small 
groups or 
independent 
and whole 
group 
instruction



12 Multisyllabic Words, Context Clues and
Prefixes & Suffixes Resources at a Discount

Print and Digital (Google)



What’s Included in the Bundle:
ØLessons, activities and games to help 

students break apart multisyllabic words

Ø Multisyllabic activities and games 
include color the emoticon, spin a 
word, tic-tac-toe, puzzles and memory 
games

ØLessons, activities and games for 
teaching the most common prefixes 
and suffixes

ØAn engaging context clues activity in 
both print and digital (Google) formats



Activities, Lessons & Games:
ØLesson Strategy for breaking apart multisyllabic words
ØBreak apart 2-5 syllable words and color the emoticon,

spin, spot and dot, roll spot and dot, and tic-tac-toe 
(Google Slides versions included)

Ø2-syllable word puzzles
Ø3-syllable word puzzles
Ø2-syllable memory games
Ø3-syllable memory games
Ø2-syllable word Google Slide task cards
Ø3-syllable word Google Slide task cards
ØPrefixes and suffixes flashcards with lesson
ØPrefixes and Suffixes interactive lesson on Goggle Slides
ØPrefixes and Suffixes memory game with a fun twist
ØContext clues game in print and Google Forms versions



Check out the reviews on some 
of the resources included:

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐Allison R.-
This has been a great resource to use to teach students how to decode 
multisyllabic words. There are plenty of words for them to practice for several 
days!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Kerry-
As an ESE teacher, I'm always looking for ways to incorporate multisensory 
learning. I love this resource for teaching multisyllabic words because it's 
hands-on and engaging!"

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Sarah-
My students loved playing it! We were in-person but assigned this as part of 
reading stations. They were very engaged!! Thank you!


